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Challenges in RL + Transporta8on Google Doc

•  5-6pm	next	door	in	Lahaina	2!	
•  Link:	hRp://bit.ly/itsc_rlworkshop		
•  Things	to	add:	

•  SoKware	you	want	developed	
•  Benchmarks	you	want	to	see	
•  Open	challenges	in	your	research	area	
•  Things	blocking	your	research	progress	
•  Unanswered	quesCons	



Goal

•  Introduce	RL	topics	which	are	promising	for	transportaCon	(and	need	
more	work!)	

•  Introduce	enough	terminology	and	insights	to	jumpstart	your	learning	
of	these	topics	from	books	and	arCcles	



Outline

• MulC-agent	reinforcement	learning	
• RepresentaCon	learning	
•  Some	of	the	things	we	didn’t	get	to	cover	today	
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Overview: MARL

•  IntroducCon	to	cooperaCve	mulC-agent	RL	
• Challenge:	non-staConarity	
• Algorithm:	MulC-agent	deep	determinisCc	policy	gradient	(MADDPG)	



Why coopera8ve mul8-agent?

• Many	complex	problems	involve	mulCple,	de-centralized	actors	
with	a	shared	goal	

Traffic	Lights	

Vehicles	nego$a$ng	a	merge	

Disaster	Swarm	Robots	

Laboratory of Intelligent Systems / EPFL	

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Why mul8-agent research?

• CommunicaCng	with	a	central	
server	is	hard	

•  Packet	Loss	
•  Not	Robust	

• Curse	of	Dimensionality	
•  Learning	acCons	for	many	robots	
is	hard	

•  Learning	acCons	for	one	robot,	
then	learning	coordinaCon	might	
be	easier	

Robocup	

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Extending single-agent to mul8-agent

• Niave	approach	
•  Treat	every	other	agent	as	part	of	the	environment	
•  Run	a	separate	algorithm	for	each	agent	

Agent	2	 Agent	1	

View	of	Agent	2	

𝜋↓2↑𝑡 	 Environment	AcCon	

State,	Reward,	Done	

⇡2

View	of	Agent	1	

𝜋↓1↑𝑡 	 Environment	AcCon	

State,	Reward,	Done	

⇡1

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Independent Learning

•  Independent	Learning	
•  Agent	1	applies	an	RL	algorithm	to	its	MDP	
•  Agent	2	applies	an	RL	algorithm	to	its	MDP	
•  Just	ignore	the	coupled	dynamics	
•  No	intenConal	coordinaCon	between	policies	or	algorithms	

View	of	Agent	1	

𝜋↓1↑𝑡 	

Agent	2	

Environment	AcCon	

State,	Reward,	Done	
View	of	Agent	2	

𝜋↓2↑𝑡 	

Agent	1	

Environment	AcCon	

State,	Reward,	Done	

⇡2⇡1

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Example: Independent Q-Learning

• Recall:	Q	update	

	

Q1	

Agent	1	
Q2	

Agent	2	 Environment	

Q1(s, a) r1(s, a) + argmax

a0
Q1(s

0, a0)

Q2(s, a) r2(s, a) + argmax

a0
Q2(s

0, a0)

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Independent Learners Can Fail Badly

• hRps://www.youtube.com/watch?
Cme_conCnue=2&v=QCmBo91Wy64	

Lowe,	Wu	(2017)	et.	Al.	

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



•  Problem:	non-staConarity	

• When	agent	1	updates	its	policy,	so	does	agent	2	
•  AcCons	that	were	good	under	policy							might	not	be	good	under	policy		
•  The	environment	is	not	staConary,	it’s	evolving!	
• May	need	to	unstable	learning,	also	called	a	moving	target	problem	

Why might it fail?
View	of	Agent	1	

𝜋↓1↑𝑡 	

𝜋↓2↑𝑡 	
AcCon	

State,	Reward,	Done	

⇡1

⇡2

Environment	

⇡2 ⇡0
2

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Example of non-sta8onarity

•  You	want	to	book	a	flight	to	Hawaii	for	ITSC	2018!	
•  You	check	the	prices	today.	It’s	$400,	good	deal!	Should	you	rush	to	
buy	it?	

•  StaConary:	no	rush,	buying	it	tomorrow	is	the	same	as	today.	
• Non-staConary:	

•  The	airline	sees	that	you	are	looking	to	buy	a	flight	to	Hawaii,	so	they	increase	
the	fare.	

•  The	fare	the	next	day	increases	to	$450.	
•  L	



How to handle non-sta8onary?

•  Idea:	act	decentralized,	train	centralized	
• We	must	act	de-centralized	

•  CommunicaCon	is	possible	
•  Centralized	control	is	not	

•  Robustness,	packet	loss	
•  Curse	of	dimensionality	
•  Etc.	

• Key	observa$on:	
No	reason	we	have	to	
train	de-centralized!	

Lowe,	Wu	(2017)	et	al.	 Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



MADDPG

• MulC-agent	Deep	DeterminisCc	Policy	Gradient	(MADDPG)	
• Key	idea:	act	decentralized,	train	centralized	
• How	do	we	operaConalize	this	idea?	

Adapted	from	R.	Lowe,	E.	Vinitsky	



MADDPG

• Key	Idea:	decentralized	rollouts,	centralized	training	
• MDP:	

•  States:	
		
•  AcCons:		

•  ObservaCons:	

•  TransiCons:	

•  Rewards:	
Lowe,	Wu	(2017)	et	al.	

S = S1 ⇥ S2 · · ·⇥ SN

A = A1 ⇥A2 · · ·⇥AN

O = O1 ⇥O2 · · ·⇥ON

T : S ⇥A ! S

ri : S ⇥Ai ! R
Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Non-sta8onarity

• What	part	of	the	Q-update	is	affect	by	non-staConarity?	
•  For	brevity,	consider	the	two	agent	case:	

•  Agent	1	only	observes	its	own	state	and	acCon:		
•  Agent	2	only	observes	its	own	state	and	acCon:	
•  Q-learning	target	for	agent	1:		

s1t , a
1
t

s2t , a
2
t

yi = r(s1i , s
2
i , a

1
i , a

2
i ) + � argmax

a
Q1(s

1
i+1, a)

These	are	both	
non-staConary!	

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	

[Lowe,	et	al,	2017]	



Non-sta8onarity

• Problem	#1:			

• We’ll	probably	get	a	
different	reward	next	Cme	
we	see	

•  SoluCon:	restrict	to		

yi = r(s1i , s
2
i , a

1
i , a

2
i ) + � argmax

a
Q1(s

1
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Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	

[Lowe,	et	al,	2017]	

⇡2 ⇡0
2Suppose	agent	2’s	policy	changes	from						to			
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Non-sta8onarity
yi = r(s1i , s
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•  Problem	#2:		
•  								relies	on		
i.e.		

•  But		
•  We’ll	probably	see	a	
different	next	state									
next	Cme	we	see			

•  SoluCon:	
	
		

s1i+1

s1i , s
2
i

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	

[Lowe,	et	al,	2017]	

⇡2 ⇡0
2Suppose	agent	2’s	policy	changes	from						to			
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MADDPG

• At	rollout	Cme,	each	agent	
sees	its	own	state	and	acCon	

• At	training	Cme,	let's	use	
every	acCon	in	our	Q-
funcCons!	

•  Each	agent	gets	its	own	Q-
funcCon!	

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	

[Lowe,	et	al,	2017]	



Deep determinis8c policy gradient (DDPG)

•  Implicit	policy	from	Q-learning	

•  How	do	you	support	conCnuous	acCons	with	Q-learning?	
•  Can’t	compute	the	max	directly,	but	can	take	a	gradient	step	in	the	upwards	
direcCon.	

•  The	result:	

•  Key	insight:	the	value	funcCon	and	the	policy	are	decoupled!	
•  They	can	take	different	inputs!	

r✓J(✓
µ) = E[raQ(s, a|✓Q)r✓µ(s|✓µ)]

Adapted	from	A.	Kreidieh	

✓k+1  ✓k + ⌘r✓Q
µk

(s, µ✓(s))

µk+1
(s) = argmax

a
Q(s, a)



Video O’Clock

hRps://sites.google.com/site/mulCagentac/	

[Lowe,	et	al,	2017]	

Adapted	from	E.	Vinitsky	



Suggested readings

• Busoniu,	Lucian,	Robert	Babuska,	and	Bart	De	SchuRer.	"MulC-agent	
reinforcement	learning:	A	survey.”	IEEE	ICARCV.	2006.	

•  Lowe,	Ryan,	et	al.	"MulC-agent	actor-criCc	for	mixed	cooperaCve-
compeCCve	environments."	NIPS.	2017.	



Outline

• MulC-agent	reinforcement	learning	
• Representa$on	learning	
•  Some	of	the	things	we	didn’t	get	to	cover	today	



Representa8on: what about transporta8on?

•  RepresentaCon	must	capture	the	
important	parts	of	the	input	and	
what	needs	to	be	controlled.	

•  State	representaCon	
•  Network	structure	(graph	structure)	
•  Agents	posiCons,	speeds,	desires	
(discrete	and	conCnuous)	

•  Cameras,	loop	detectors,	cell	
phones,	weather	

•  …	

•  AcCon	representaCon	
•  Vehicles	(conCnuous,	also	discrete)	
•  Traffic	signals,	ramp	meters	
(discrete)	

•  Roadway	signage	(discrete,	natural	
language)	

•  Bus	schedules	(discrete,	
constrained)	

•  Routes	(combinatorial)	
•  Road	direcConality	
•  Toll	prices	
•  …	

Open	quesCon:	what	are	suitable	representaCons?	



Representa8on

• Key	quesCon:	what	is	a	good	state/acCon	for	an	RL	problem?	
• Closely	related:	transportaCon	modeling	

•  Typical	state	representaCons	
•  Pixels	(camera,	games)	
•  Joint	angles	(roboCcs)	

•  Typical	acCon	representaCons	
•  Discrete	acCons	(games)	
•  Joint	torques	(roboCcs)	

Recall	that	representaCon	is	
the	state	S	and	acCon	A	of	
the	MDP.	

Agent	

Environment	

action at

state st

reward rt

rt+1

st+1

Atari	Breakout	



Representa8on: insights

•  Joint	angles	in	low	dimensional	
sewngs	

•  Half-cheetah:	6	degrees	of	
freedom	

•  Ant:	8	degrees	of	freedom	
•  Humanoid:	16	degrees	of	freedom	

• Pixels	paired	with		
convoluConal	neural	networks	

•  Key	insight:	locality	is	criCcally	
important	in	representaCon	

[Todorov,et	al.,	2012]	

Atari	Breakout	
ConvoluConal	neural	network	(CNN)	



Representa8on: what about transporta8on?

•  Is	it	a	“games”	problem?	
•  State	representaCon:	video	feeds	for	every	intersecCon,	every	vehicle	on	the	
road,	signals	from	phones	of	every	pedestrian,	etc.	

•  Small	problems:	sure	
•  Large	problems:	intractable	

•  Is	it	a	roboCcs	problem?	
•  State	representaCon:	“joint”	level-representaCon,	steering	wheel	angle,	
acceleraCon,	etc.	for	every	vehicle	in	the	network.	

•  Small	problems:	sure,	we	saw	some	of	this	today	
•  Large	problems:	sCll	intractable	
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Representa8on in transporta8on: early works

• Ordered	state	representaCon	
• Graph	convoluConal	neural	networks	



Automated vehicle control

• Goal:	maximize	average	velocity	
of	the	system	

• Naïve	representaCon:		
•  Velocity:	(v1,	v2,	v3,	…)	
•  PosiCon:	(x1,	x2,	x3,	…)	
•  Lane:							(l1,	l2,	l3,	…)	

veh	1	

veh	2	

veh	3	

veh	4	

…	

[Wu,	et	al,	2017]	
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Automated vehicle control

• Goal:	maximize	average	velocity	
of	the	system	

• Naïve	representaCon:		
•  Velocity:	(v1,	v2,	v3,	…)	
•  PosiCon:	(x1,	x2,	x3,	…)	
•  Lane:							(l1,	l2,	l3,	…)	

•  Should	veh	2	have	been	labeled	
veh	(n-2)	instead?	

• Challenge:	combinatorially	many	
possibiliCes		

veh	1	
veh	2	

veh	3	

veh	4	

…	

[Wu,	et	al,	2017]	



Ordered state representa8on

•  Idea:	state	representaCon	with	
vehicles	sorted	by	lane,	then	
posiCon	(relaCve	to	automated	
vehicle).	

• Reduces	state	space	by	a	
combinatorial	factor	

• More	generally:	canonical	state	
representaCons	

veh	1	
veh	n-2	

veh	2	

veh	3	

…	

[Wu,	et	al,	2017]	



Ordered state representa8on

veh	1	
veh	n-2	

veh	2	

veh	3	

…	

[Wu,	et	al,	2017]	

unordered	
ordered	



Setup:	1	AV,	41	human	
	

Experiment	
•  Goal:	maximize	average	velocity	
•  ObservaCon:		

following	headways	(blue),	velocity	(red)	
•  AcCon:	acceleraCon	and	lane	change	
	

Results	
•  Insight:	A	single	AV	can	stabilize	mulCple	

lanes	of	traffic	
•  Emergent	traffic	break	

Mul8-lane: mixed autonomy

Automated

Observed

Unobserved

[Wu,	et	al,	2017]	



Setup:	1	AV,	41	human	
	

Experiment	
•  Goal:	maximize	average	velocity	
•  ObservaCon:		

following	headways	(blue),	velocity	(red)		
•  AcCon:	acceleraCon	and	lane	change	
	

Results	
•  Insight:	A	single	AV	can	stabilize	mulCple	

lanes	of	traffic	
•  Emergent	traffic	break	

Mul8-lane: traffic break

[Wu,	et	al,	2017]	



Ordered state representa8on

• Caveat:	only	applies	to	the	
simplest	of	sewngs	

• How	could	this	generalize	
to	a	complex	road	
network?	

• Next:	graph	convoluConal	
networks	(GCNs)	

• But	first:	review	of	
convoluConal	neural	
networks	(CNNs)	 [Nishi,	et	al,	2018]	



Convolu8onal neural network (briefly)

Adapted	from	S.	Patel,	J.	Pingel	Further	reading:	CS231n:	ConvoluConal	Neural	Networks	for	Visual	RecogniCon	(Stanford)	

•  These	are	the	workhorse	for	much	of	modern	computer	vision,	AlphaGo,	etc.	
•  Key	insight:	locality	is	captured	via	convolu$ons	

		



Input	

Filter	/	Kernel	

Adapted	from	A.	Dertat	

Convolu8on 
(review)



Adapted	from	A.	Dertat	

Convolu8on 
(review)

Next	layer	

Input	*	filter	
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Adapted	from	A.	Dertat	

Convolu8on 
(review)

Next	layer	

Input	*	filter	



Convolu8onal neural network

Adapted	from	S.	Patel,	J.	Pingel	Further	reading:	CS231n:	ConvoluConal	Neural	Networks	for	Visual	RecogniCon	(Stanford)	



How to characterize locality in this network?

Lahaina,	Hawaii	



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)

• Key	insight:	
•  Locality	is	important	(see	the	success	of	
CNNs,	e.g.	AlphaGo)	

•  But,	locality	is	not	always	defined	on	a	
2D,	3D,	etc.	lawce,	such	as	in	images	

• Graph	convoluCons	generalize	
classical	convoluCons	to	general	
graph	structures	

Lahaina,	Hawaii	

Most	networks	
aren’t	like	this	L	



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)

• MoCvaCng	applicaCons	
•  Data	mining	on	the	web	(network	=	internet)	
•  Social	media	(network	=	social	network)	
•  Natural	language	(network	=	word	embeddings)	
•  Traffic	(network	=	road	network)	

• Previous	techniques	
•  Graph-based	regularizaCon	techniques	
•  Kernel-based	methods	



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)
[Defferrard,	et	al.,	2016]	

e.g.	road	network	



Locality in graphs

• Graph	Laplacian	L	
•  L	=	D-W	=	(diagonal	degree	matrix)	–	(weighted	adjacency	matrix)	

• Key	insight:	graph	Laplacian	captures	locality	in	graphs	
	
• How	local?	You	choose	K.	Larger	the	K,	the	larger	the	neighborhood.	
•  E.g.	K=1,	K=2	
• Analogous	to	choosing	size	of	regular	convoluConal	filter	for	CNNs	

dist(i, j) > K =) (LK)i,j = 0

Captures	3x3	local	info	 Captures	2x2	local	info	



Convolu8ons and graph convolu8ons

Graph	convolu$ons	(for	GCNs)	
•  Spectral	domain	(Fourier	space)	

Convolu$ons	(for	CNNs)	
•  SpaCal	domain	

Filter	weights	

fW (X) = �(
K�1X

k=0

WkL
kX) fW (X) = �(W ⇤X)

Non-linearity	

Further	reading:	D.	Shuman,	S.	Narang,	P.	Frossard,	A.	Ortega,	and	P.	Vandergheynst.	The	Emerging	Field	of	Signal	Processing	on	Graphs:	
Extending	High-Dimensional	Data	Analysis	to	Networks	and	other	Irregular	Domains.	IEEE	Signal	Processing	Magazine,	30(3):83–98,	2013.		
	



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)
[Defferrard,	et	al.,	2016]	

e.g.	road	network	



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)
[Defferrard,	et	al.,	2016]	

e.g.	road	network	 •  Expensive	in	computaConal	
complexity:	

•  Naïve:	O(N3)	–	requires	compuCng	
eigenvector	matrix	

•  O(KE)	=	O(E)	–	compuCng	graph	
Fourier	transform	

•  Expensive	in	storage	complexity	
•  Naïve:	O(N3)	–	requires	storing	a	
basis	of	matrices	

•  O(KE)	=	O(E)	–	sparse	Laplacian	
matrix	

N	=	nodes	
E	=	edges	
K	=	filter	dim	



Approximate graph convolu8ons

• Key	idea:	use	Chebyshev	polynomials	to	approximate	spectral	
eigenvalues	

• Analogous	to	Taylor	expansion	
• Key	result:	computaConal	gain	from	recurrence	relaCon	

•  O(N2);	O(K	x	E);	K	=	filter	support	size,	E	=	number	of	edges	

•  Localized	graph	filters	

[Defferrard,	et	al.,	2016]	

N	=	nodes	
E	=	edges	
K	=	filter	dim	

Tk(A) = 2ATk�1(A)� Tk�2(A) T0 = 1, T1 = A

Further	reading:	Defferrard,	Bresson	and	Vandergheynst.	ConvoluConal	Neural	Networks	on	Graphs	with	Fast	Localized	Spectral	Filtering.	NIPS	2016.	

Learn	these	parameters	gW (L) =
K�1X

k=0

WkTk(L̃)



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)
[Defferrard,	et	al.,	2016]	

e.g.	road	network	



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)
[Defferrard,	et	al.,	2016]	

e.g.	road	network	



Graph convolu8onal networks (GCNs)
[Defferrard,	et	al.,	2016]	

e.g.	road	network	

Further	reading:	Defferrard,	Bresson	and	Vandergheynst.	ConvoluConal	Neural	Networks	on	Graphs	with	Fast	Localized	Spectral	Filtering.	NIPS	2016.	

Conceptually	compelling;	
further	refinement	needed	



Traffic Signal Control Based on Reinforcement 
Learning with Graph Convolu8onal Neural Nets
•  Tomoki	Nishi,	Keisuke	Otaki,	Keiichiro	Hayakawa	and	Takayoshi	Yoshimura	
•  Toyota	Central	R&D	Labs	
• MoD2T12	Special	Session,	MAUI	SUITE	3	16:40-17:00	
Special	Session	on	Advanced	Vehicular	and	Transporta<on	Technologies	for	
Smart	Mobility	and	Traffic	Control	(II)	



Suggested readings

• CS231n:	ConvoluConal	Neural	Networks	for	Visual	RecogniCon	
(Stanford)	

• Defferrard,	Michaël,	Xavier	Bresson,	and	Pierre	Vandergheynst.	
"ConvoluConal	neural	networks	on	graphs	with	fast	localized	spectral	
filtering."	Advances	in	Neural	InformaCon	Processing	Systems.	2016.	

• D.	Shuman,	S.	Narang,	P.	Frossard,	A.	Ortega,	and	P.	Vandergheynst.	
The	Emerging	Field	of	Signal	Processing	on	Graphs:	Extending	High-
Dimensional	Data	Analysis	to	Networks	and	other	Irregular	Domains.	
IEEE	Signal	Processing	Magazine,	30(3):83–98,	2013.		

• Wu,	Cathy,	et	al.	"Emergent	Behaviors	in	Mixed-Autonomy	Traffic."	
Conference	on	Robot	Learning.	2017.	



Key takeaways

• CooperaCve	mulC-agent	RL	
•  MADDPG:	Just	because	we	act	decentralized	doesn’t	mean	we	can’t	pool	
informaCon	at	train	Cme	(centralized	training)	

• RepresentaCon	learning	
•  Graph	convoluConal	networks	(GCNs):	generalizes	convoluConal	neural	
networks	(CNNs)	to	enable	encoding	locality	in	graphs	

• Many	more	promising	and	acCve	research	topics	



Tutorial on Deep RL and Transporta8on

•  08:00-08:15am:	Welcome,	opening	remarks	
•  08:15-09:05am:	Reinforcement	learning	and	approximate	dynamic	programming	
•  09:10-10:00am:	Policy	op$miza$on	methods	
•  10:00-10:30am:	Coffee	break	
•  10:30-11:20am:	Deep	RL	from	a	transporta$on	lens	(model-based	RL,	inverse	RL)	
•  11:25-12:15pm:	Tools	of	the	trade	(SUMO,	Flow,	Ray	RLlib)	
•  12:15-12:30pm:	Q&A	/	open	office	hours	
•  12:30-01:30pm:	Lunch	
•  01:30-03:00pm:	Hands-on	tutorial	on	Flow	
•  03:00-04:00pm:	Open	office	hours	/	Coffee	break	/	Poster	session	
																														(Joint	with	Workshop	on	RL	in	Transporta<on	–	Room:	LAHAINA	2)	

•  04:00-05:00pm:	Advanced	topics	in	deep	reinforcement	learning	(mul$-agent	RL,	representa$on	learning)	
•  05:00-06:00pm:	Open	problems	in	RL	and	transporta$on	
																														(Joint	with	Workshop	on	RL	in	Transporta<on	–	Room:	LAHAINA	2)	

InteracCve!	Need	a	laptop!	
Current	research	

Future	research	

Past	research	

RL	foundaCons	

AcCve	research	

Give	feedback!!	J	hRp://bit.ly/itsc_rl_tutorial	


